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Marcus Wielage and Don Moore were just over at my apartment not more 
than a few minutes ago. Marcus was JoeD’s roommate but will be move!ng 
out due to their mutual dissatisfaction with each other. He wants to 
move in with me (? live in a two bedroom apartment and part of my 
collection is housed in the spare bedroom). Fine with me, 5 could use 
the extra money. I won’t deny that. However, first and foremost, it 
is my apartment and Marcus would have to live by MY rules. Marcus 
says, that no, this Isn’t fair, that my rules are too strict. There 
are certain things that 1 value above others and one of those is the 

' freedom to do what 3 want, where 5 want to do it and when 6 want to 
do it. Of course, this is the freedom to do these things ONLY when 
it does not Infringe of the freedoms and rights of others (a principle 
8 highly admire and try to live by). ff 8 let Marcus in my apartment 
as my roommate, ! would be giving up considerable freedom. Such 
freedoms 3 would not give up easily and certain things would be 
required of anyone who were to move in my apartment with me. I won’t 
kid myself or you by saying that my terms and rules are leniant. They 
aren’t. However, it is my apartment and like the medieval castle lord, 
§ reserve the right to have the final word. 1 have explained all these 
things to Marcus so that he will not move in without knowing what he is 
getting in to. He feels my rules are unfair. Perhaps they are.
However, no one is forcing Marcus to move in. If he finds my restrictions 
and rules too rough, he does not have to move in and can move in with 
someone else who is less particular.

However, that is not what this oneshot is about. It is about friends, 
that and much much more. While here Don brought up the subject of Bill 
Ritch. One thing that I nave never tried to hide is that 8 do not care 
for Bill Ritch. Bill has gotten the reputation of a jinx and while 
this may not be true, ! will say that the fact that Bill is incredibly 
inept, clumbsy, insensative, overloud and not too incredibly knowledge- 
ible about many things and the fact that he always seems to cause 
disasters may have gotten him the reputation of being a jinx. Bill is, 
however, extremely friendly and when he does things wrong and turns 
people off, he overcompensates and tries harder to make people like him 
and be his friend, which only causes him to act clumbsier and cause 
more disasters which turns people off even more. Bill also considers 
himself to be a vastly superior and knowledgible individual and the 
fact that he isn’t only worsens his situation and turns even more 
people off. fit is also no big secret that Bill Ritch is well known 
for making off with others peoples property.

S do not like Bill Ritch. There are so many things that he does that 
are completely opposed to my beliefs that I could never be very friendly 
to Bill Ritch. Call me old fashioned if you will, but 8 truly believe 
it is wrong to steal, not because of what a certain well-read book 
might say, but because * have respect for others peoples property.

8 do not steal anything. As far as 3 can remember I havenever stolen 
anything. Nor do 8 ever plan to steal anything. Not even from my 
worst enemy. I will not lower my standards for those who have no 
standards. if 8 did 8 would be worse than they were, for they might 



not be aware of what they were coing, yet 8 would know whs t I was 
doing and I would know chat h^r J was doing, in my eyes, was wrong, 
if you don’t have any respect for the things you believe in, what 
can you have respect for? H f you don’t beleive in your own ideas 
enough to follow them and do as they dictate, whose ideas can you 
bel ieve in? .

I search for what I would like to term as the truth....the truth about • 
all things ( a vaque statement, this is, 1 know, but it’s the best 8 
can do at present). 6 don't merely wish tg knoW that things happen, 8 
wish to know why they happen and also the reasons behind the actions, 
not just the actions themselves, in trying to understand the.reasons 
why people are as they are and act as they do (whether they are aware of 
it or not), 8 .hope to be able to make myself a better person. Maybe 
Pm suceeding. Or maybe Pve failed. 8 really can’t say for sure. 
Part of having knowledge, is the belief that you can never ever really 
hope to know everything and that for all you^may know, you. really know 
so very very little. So, why 8 may never be-able to know all 8 want 
to know, that doesn’t mean 8 should stop trying. J do not plan to 
stop trying. ;

8 reserve the right to choose my own friends.' 8 do not allow others to 
come up to me and tell me that 1 should take X or Y as a friend. 8 will 
check on X or Y- to see if they are the type of person that 8 would
like to have for a friend, but 8 reserve the right to make the final
decision and i don’t feel that 8 have to justify my reasons to anyone
(oh, 3 will probably do so, if you ask me, but then again 8 reserve the 
right not to.do so, 8f 8 so deem).

Bill Ritch is somwhat close to being universally disliked among the 
| group of people known as Tai 1ahassee Fandom. With one or two exceptions, 

8 can not think of anyone who could be called Bill’s friend. Don Moore 
tells me that it is wrong for me not to like Bill Ritch and that 5 should 
be nice to Bill Ritch and not treat him as’mean'1 as 8 have been. He 
then sort of threatened me ’that unless 3 was nicer to Bill Ritch, it 
might come to pass that 8 would suddenly find myself without any friends 
and that people whom 5 have known would start to make it a point to 
ignore and avoid me’. Or, in other words, unless 8 conform to peer 
pressure, 1 will be socially ostracised. Such •threats’ impress me 
little. If 8 do not have the courage to stand up for’my beliefs when 
the going gets tough, then Pd really be in pretty sad shape. 8 often 
say what 8 mean. Perhaps 8 shouldn’t. Perhaps 1 should lie through my 
teeth and say things that 8 don’t believe in, just to keep others happy 
in the knowledge that ’ am doing what they want me to do and not what 8 
want to do. However, that’s another thing 8 don’t feel particularly 
fond of...lying. 8’11 do it when necessary and especially to avoid 
pointless hassles. However, if there is any way I can get around a 
subject that 8 consider touchy, 8811 do it. At other times 8 don’t 
really care. Sometimes ’ tell people what they don’t war/, to hear.
My one big problem is that 8 don’t know when to keep my mouth shut. 
Hopefully, the people that count will realize this when 8 do it. The 
others can think as they like.
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Sure 1 feel sorry for Bill Ritch...and am doubly glad that 8 am not in 
his shoes. But that doesn’t mean that 8 have to-like him. 8 feel sorry ; 
for cripples and puppy dogs and kitty cats that get run over by cars.
That doesn’t mean that 8 am going to go out of my way to like or be a 
friend to every cripple 8 meet. 8 may feel sorry for certain people, 
but that doesn’t mean that 8 am, of necessity, going to like them. 
Sure it’s sad if X is a cripple or if Y is deaf or if Bill Ritch is 

■xiclumbsy and stupid. However 1 judge people on their traits, beliefs



| and individual merits. I! do not judge them by what other people say about 
I them, but by what they say and do and the way the act and react to life.

3 do not have to have everybody i meet go away thinking what a great 
person 0 am. Some people have the need to cal? everyone they meet a 
’friend’ and actually believe that all these people are their friends. 
When they find out otherwise, they are shocked and can not figure out 
why people who were supposed to be their friends turned out to be
otherwise, 
to see what

3 try to understand the reasons behind the actions. 8 try

and are content to worry merel 
behind the actions that contro

it is that makes things as they are.
about the actions.

Many people do not 
Yet it is the reasons

the actions. Figure out what the reasons
are and you can control the actions. Or at least so I think. And 1 
tend to live under the idea that 8 know what many of these reasons are, 
so that when someone asks me, "Why is this?", or "Why is that?”, 8 feel 
that J am in a position to tell them. And sometimes, irt an incredible
show of stupidity on my part, I wind 
they would probably have been better 
alone to wonder ’why8). Like 8 said 
know when to shut up. Even though 5 
they really aren’t looking for the .

up telling them something which 
off not hearing (and better left 
my big problem is that § don't 
realize that when people ask “why® 
actual reasons, but are looking

for something more in the line of sympathy or a pat on the back.

Maybe 8 am fooling and deluding myself, but 3 consider myself to have high 
standards. it takes quite a lot to be considered as one of the few people 
who are classified as my friends or are at least considered as my friends.
There aren’t a whole heck of a lot. Perhaps some 
me as a friend, yet 3 not them. 1 don’t know. I 

8 can do is reason and form conclusions. Maybe I 
conclusions to anyone else (not many people ask), 
chance to do so with mature intel 1 i..gent people.

people 8 knot/ consider 
can’t read minds. All 
can’t justify my 
however, 8 welcome the 
8 am not an emotional

person. i rarely get angry. It takes quite a bit to get me angry (and 
even then you have to try real hard or make it so obviously blatent that 
my continued ignoring of it becomes a chore). However, 8 don’t stay 
angry for long and 8 don’t plan revenge of any sort to such people no 
matter what it was they did, I see no reason why 3 should lower my 
standards simply because 1 allowed myself to get a little emotional at 
one point. The fact that people act unkind to me gives me no reason to 
act unkind to them. Mallsciously unkind, that is. Such people can expect 
no favors of any sort from me however. Besides, why should 8 waste my 
valuable time concerning myself with such petty matters as revenge or" 
hatred? SUch thoughts can only lead to the making of a less desirable 
personality and can only bring harm to the individual. Self-control is 
a far more,valuable and desirable trait. 5 can’t say that 6 am always 
sucessful in the practice of self-control, because certainly 8 am not. 
But at least I do try. That must be worth something.

3n conclusion, 5 will state that J can never be friends with Bill Ritch. 
His personal qualities may be appealing to other people (though 8 have my 
doubts about these people myself), but they do more to repel 1 me than 
anything else. ’ also sort of believe in the “Jinx’ theory (laugh if 
you will...it’s something that’s difficult to explain but.*..) (as un- 
logical as it is). 8 have no objections to others being the friends of 
Bill Ritch. However, 8 chose not to be one of these people and will not 
go out of my way to do him favors. 8 will not call him a lot of the 
things others say behind h.is back and generally try to treat him civilly 
when I see him. But 8 will not now or ever consider him my friend. 8 
may feel sorry for him, but that’s the limit, barring, of course, some 
spectacular change in the Bill Ritch character makeup. But that seems 
unlikely at present so my decision will probably stand for a long time.



! have a saying 8You knew the job was dangerous when you took it8, which 
says a lot about what 3 believe in. in everything 3 undertake 8 try to 
analize the risks, the benefits and the long range effects. 8 try to 
realize what it is that 8 am doing and hopefully will (through the use 
of this method) keep me from taking on obligations that 8 will be unable 
to fulfuil. 8 also try to realize the implications of what 8 do, so that 
if certain things begin to happen, 1 will at least, know WHY these things 
are happening...and there will be no one to blame but rnyseTf.

There are some people who do not even realize what the job is, let alone 
the risks involved. And yet when these people do/try to do something 
and it goes wrong and they bemoan their (to them) inexplicable problems 
what does one do? Tell them why things went wrqng? Maybe it would be 
a favor...maybe not. J think not. At least not with a sensitiee and or 
immature person. lit depends on the individual.

Pm not completely convinced that my way of thinking is necessarily the 
best or the right way. St could very well be that I am incorrect in my 
present manner of thinking and that days/weeks/months/years from now, 
8"11 stumble onto a far superior way of thinking and will refute all of 
my old beliefs and statements. 8 will anticipate that day, for 8 am 
most (or seem to think so) interested in knowing the truth and what makes 
things’tick8. Yet until that day, 8 still have my present beleifs and 
will hold on to them, for based on what J now know, they appear to be 
as close as the best as 8 can come. So for now, that’s all 8 can do. 
St’s all anyone can do. 8 still however, reserve the right to chose 
my friends, when how* and where 8 want to.

St’s am in the morning 
and 8 think i t?s about time 
to wrap up this oneshot. 8 
never fanned to do 4 pages 
anyway.
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JOED’S NEW ROOMMATE...a sequel to the | X TOST T&UlhT OF SOME1HM&... 
oneshot FPS ENDS, typed by Rich Small, I hAVBE •$&&£ ©y AU J
on June 6, 1973 at 1 7 S. Meridian St | &F TA(XAMA5€££ RkWM 4p 
Tallahassee, Fla. R chai 1 Press #40. j J

When Burybrad jokingly told me a few days ego, that he had told Bill 
Ritch (who was looking for a roommate) that, he might check with Joed, 
8 was incredibly amused. The thought of Bi’’ Ritch living in the 
Joed apartment was so laughable and ulikely that 5 didn’t even give 
it serious consideration. in the past, Bill Ritch has lived (in a 
dorm room) with Warren Williams and Brad Linaweaver, though both on 
separate accessions. Warren was lucky to escape after a few weeks 
and later when he was living with Burybrad, Burybrad would always 
tell him how stupid he was for rooming with Bill Ritch, for even 
such a short period of time. However, due to academic pressures and 
problems of various sorts, Warren freaked out and moved out of the 
dorm room, leaving Burybrad by himself. Now, according to dorm rules, 
you must have a roommate, otherwise you must pay extra. Burybrad 
could not afford to pay extra, yet at this late date where could he 
possibly hope to get another roommate? Well, it just .happened that 
Bill Ritch was hunting around for another roommate and was quite 
happy to move in with Burybrad as they shared similar political 
beliefs, liked comics and science»fiction and had similar tastes in 
films. Poor Burybrad. This was the ultimate bad joke that had beer, 
played on him. All this time he had been critical of Bill and his 
habits ("Why anyone would have to be crazy to want io room with Bill", ? 
he said), and now the ultimate jest of all...he was Bill’s roommate. 
Despite the filth, Burybrad managed to survive for a while, however 
the combined effects of lousy FSU food and living with Bill Ritch 
(and who knows whatever else) finally caught up with him and put him 
in the hospital for a couple of days. Now, it has been rumored that 
Bill Ritch was engaged in certain amorous pursuits on the night that 
Burybrad was sickest and was rumored to say-something like "Gee, § 
sure hope Burybrad doesn’t come home tonight", it is a fact however, 
that the night these alleged activities, that one person on the same 
dorm floor died of an overdose of drugs. Perhaps this is all 
coincidence, but S chink not. Bill Ritch is a jin;;, pure and simple.

One ironical incident that occured when Burybrad got out of the 
hospital and went back to his and Bill’s room. The room was hopelessly j 
littered and looked as though it had had no human habitation for severalj 
years. The shock of seeing his room in such .deplorable condition, 
drove Burybrad insane for a few moments and he^kieking and smashing 
things, trying to get the Bill Ritch junk/litter/refuse out of the 
way. After going at it for a couple of minutes, he came to the 
horrible realization, that despite all he had just done, the room 
looked no different than it had before. it was just as deplorable as 
before. Burybrad could take no more and moved out and incredibly into 
Warren William1^ room. The irony of the entire range of events struck 
me as incredibly amusing. Burybrad and Warren are rooming together 
when Warren moves out. Bill moves in with Burybrad, Burybrad freaks 
out and moves in with Warren. So for all practical purposes, the 
Quarter ended as it had begun. Burybrad and Warren were roommates 
at the beginning of the Quarter and they were roommates at the end of 
the Quarter, togicly, it would appear that they had been roommates 
al 1 Quarter, but such was not the case. Such was not the case.



How getting back to Joed (rememberthis oneshot started off being 
i about Joedj, we see that his present roommate, Marcus Wielage decided 

to move out (partially because he was fired from his job at the WFSU 
TV Station and partially because he could not get long with Joed). 
U will clarify the point that Marcus had planned to stay here during 
the summer and work at the TV station, however, when he was let go for 
lack fof funds, this signified that he would have to return to Tampa 

■ for the summer, so Joed would have needed a roommate no matter what.)

How Joed had tried to get Burybrad and/or Big Lee to move in with him, 
however both were unable to, though they would have liked to. Enter 
Bill Ritch, who mentions to Burybrad that he is looking for a place 
to stay for the summer and does Burybrad know of anyone who might have 
a spare room in an apartment. With a suppressed chuckle, Burybrad 
tells Bill that Joed may be looking for a roommate. What a fine bit 
of humor this would be. 'Who could ever imagine Bill Ritch living with 
Joed? The thought alone is so humorous and ludicrous as to immediately 
remove it from a person’s mind as a serious possibility. After all 
there would be no harm in Joed baiting, especially so when you consider 
all the time that Joed had spent in Burybrad baiting. The thing that 
makes me wonder the most...no one seriously expected Joed to take Bill 
on as a roommate...if Burybrad knew that Joed would accept Bill as a 
roommate, would he have ever mentioned anything to Bill? I think not. 
But then again Pm not Burybrad.

What will happen? Only time will tell. Has Bill Ritch improved as 
Burybrad seems to feel? Granted that most people are capable of 
improvement, but Bill Ritch? The thought boggles the mind.

in a way, this will be the test...to see if Bill Ritch has improved... 
or is still his same old bung!ing,ciodish, inept and hopeless self. 
Joed has always been the one fan who never accepted the story that Bill 
Ritch is a jinx...a big clurr.bsy kid, yes...a jinx,no. Joed has always 

accused me of being an idiot for believing that Bill is a jinx...well 
maybe 3 am, however this will be the acid point. If things work out 
ok, then that will be great and once again Great Rich will have been 
proved wrong (can’t win ’em all). However, if Bill IS a jinx then 
things will start to go wrong for Joed. Maybe he won’t get the job as 
Film Director (at FSU) even though he is the only qualified aplicant

? for the job. Maybe he’11 be fired from his jobs as ticketseller and 
i projectionist. Maybe the mimeo machine he recently bought will blow 

or perhaps his car will break down necessitating some costly repairs. 
Maybe all the tape and book clubs that Joed owes money to will catch 
with him. Maybe Joed’s landlord will throw him out. Maybe...Maybe..

Up

up

Maybe none of these things will happen. 8 can’t really say for sure and 
predicting the future is one ability 8 never consciously was aware of.
I do feel that Bill is a jinx and well feel that this event is important 
en^F to record on paper. Suppose that Bill is a jinx and that Joed is 
unable to admit this fact and yet has no rational way to explain things. 
St could get Joed down enough so that he might leave Tallahassee for good 
(a thing I hope would not happen). Joed acted strange tonight and pulled 

' pranks that would have been expected of an immature individual. I wonder, 
is it happening al ready? Reguardless of what is happening, this oneshot 
is a good way of recording my initial thoughts on the subject and is a 
good tangible record to compare later results with. Besides, 8 saw Bill

; Ri tsh tonight and he asked me if I would type up anything about the "new 
i Joed Roommate". St was almost as if he was asking. 8 said S would.

t


